Phylogenetic analysis of the reverse transcriptase (RT) and protease of 117 published complete human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) type 1 genome sequences demonstrated that these genes cluster into distinct subtypes. There was a slightly higher proportion of informative sites in the RT (40.4%) than in the protease (34.8%;
B isolates. However, subtype B accounts for only a small proportion of HIV-1 isolates worldwide, and non-B isolates have been identified with increased frequency, particularly in Europe.
As HIV-1 protease and RT sequence data accumulate, it is essential to be able to distinguish intersubtype changes from changes resulting from selective drug pressure [7] [8] [9] . In addition, most available quantitative HIV-1 RNA assays have not been optimized for non-B isolates [10] . The finding that a patient's virus belongs to a non-B subtype may have implications for interpreting the results of quantitative virus load assays.
We examined sequence data of previously published global HIV-1 isolates to determine whether the protease and RT genes cluster into subtypes and, if so, to determine whether these subtypes correlate with those of other genes in the same isolate. We also examined the correlation between different subtypes and specific amino acid patterns with respect to the possible implications for anti-HIV drug resistance. Finally, we examined whether subtype consensus sequences could be used to simplify HIV-1 protease and RT subtyping. For this analysis, we examined previously published HIV-1 sequences and sequences from a clinic-based population of HIV-1-infected persons in northern California.
Materials and Methods

Previously published sequences of complete HIV-1 genomes.
A list of complete HIV-1 genomes published before 1 July 2000 was compiled by searching GenBank and the Los Alamos National Laboratory HIV Sequence Database [11] . The list was then shortened to include just 1 sequence per person. If multiple clones of an isolate were sequenced, we selected 1 clone. If multiple isolates were available from a person, one of the isolates was selected. The Appendix following the text includes the GenBank accession numbers of the completely sequenced genomes analyzed in this study.
Phylogenetic analyses. Phylogenetic trees were constructed from the complete protease sequence, the complete RT sequence, the 5 polymerase-coding region of the RT (codons 1-300), and the combination of the protease and RT by use of Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony (PAUP*) [12] and fastDNAml [13] programs. Neighbor-joining, maximum parsimony, and maximum likelihood trees were created with a variety of nucleotide substitution models, including one with no corrections, one that takes into account transition/transversion bias [14] , and one that takes into account transition/transversion bias, variable base frequency, and site variation in substitution rate (HKY85 ϩ G) [15, 16] .
An outgroup sequence was created by taking the consensus sequence of an alignment of representative nonrecombinant reference sequences ( [1] . This consensus sequence has been considered to be a parsimonious candidate for the group M ancestral sequence and has been used in an attempt to avoid bias resulting from oversampling some clades relative to others [3] . This consensus sequence, however, may not be completely unbiased-this would be true only if the sampling of sequences and the phylogenetic sampling of surviving lineages were balanced. Nonetheless, it is not necessary for our analysis to reconstruct the ancestral sequence; moreover, we obtained similar phylogenetic trees by using a group O isolate sequence as an outgroup. Synonymous and nonsynonymous nucleotide distances between and within subtypes were calculated with the Synonymous Nonsynonymous Analysis Program (SNAP) available on line (http: //hiv-web.lanl.gov/) from the Los Alamos HIV Sequence Database [17, 18] .
Subtype-specific amino acid sequence patterns. To investigate the amino acid sequences of non-B viruses, a list of published RT and protease sequences from untreated persons was compiled by searching GenBank. The consensus of each non-B sequence was compared with the subtype B consensus sequence [19] , and the patterns of polymorphisms in each non-B sequence were compared with the patterns of polymorphisms in the subtype B sequences.
Protease and RT isolates from northern California. The Stanford University Hospital (SUH) Diagnostic Virology Laboratory has performed HIV-1 protease and RT sequencing at the request of physicians in northern California since June 1997. Between June 1997 and June 2000, isolates from 2246 patients were sequenced as described elsewhere [20] . RNA was extracted from 0.2 mL of plasma by using the guanidine-thiocyanate lysis reagent in the AMPLICOR HIV Monitor test kit (Roche Diagnostic Systems). Reverse strand cDNA was generated from viral RNA, and first-round polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was done with Superscript One-Step RT-PCR (Life Technologies). Direct PCR (population-based) cycle sequencing was performed by using AmpliTaq DNA fluorescent sequencing polymerase and dRhodamine terminators (ABI).
The protease and RT of each of the northern California sequences were classified by use of neighbor-joining trees [1] . The trees were created by using each of the 2246 patient sequences together with the protease and RT sequences of the previously published completely sequenced genomes. Sequence distances were computed by using both uncorrected nucleotide sequence comparisons and an adjusted nucleotide distance, which ignored positions associated with drug resistance, including positions 10, 24 [21, 22] . Sequences from the northern California patients were submitted to GenBank. The accession numbers for the subtype B sequences were AY030410-AY032587, AF085086-AF085138, and AF088078-AF088130; the accession numbers for the non-B sequences were AF331676-AF331703).
Results
Protease and RT subtypes of completely sequenced HIV-1 genomes. We analyzed complete HIV-1 genome sequences from 117 persons. On the basis of previously published analyses, 77 of these sequences belonged to 1 subtype throughout their entire genome, and 40 sequences were recombinants. Of the 77 sequences of 1 subtype, 10 were subtype A, 29 were subtype B, 15 were subtype C, 6 were subtype D, 6 were subtype F (4 subsubtype F1 and 2 subsubtype F2), 4 were subtype G, 3 were subtype H, 2 were subtype J, and 2 were subtype K isolates. The 40 recombinant isolates included 29 that contained regions belonging to 2 subtypes and 11 with regions belonging to у3 subtypes.
To determine whether the protease and RT gene sequences clustered into groups similar to those of the complete genomes, we created phylogenetic trees by using the complete protease gene and first 300 codons (the 5 polymerase coding region) of the RT gene. Figure 1 shows neighbor-joining trees constructed by using the HKY85ϩ G nucleotide substitution model; nearly identical trees were obtained by use of maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood methods. The complete genome subtypes of the sequences are indicated, and bootstrap values are shown for the ancestral nodes of each subtype. Highly mosaic variants and incidental viral variants that did not fit into the revised classification were not included in the bootstrap analysis.
On the basis of the clustering pattern in the neighbor-joining trees, we assigned protease and RT subtypes to 103 of the 117 published sequences (table 1) . For the nonrecombinant viruses, the subtypes assigned to the protease and RT were, in all cases, the same as the subtype of the complete genome. For the 2-subtype recombinants, the subtype assigned to the protease and RT were, in all cases, 1 of the 2 subtypes present in the complete genome. For 14 of 26 2-subtype recombinants (11 CRF01_AE, 2 AC, and 1 AD), both the protease and RT had the same subtype as gag. For 6 of 26 2-subtype recombinants (6 CRF02_AG), the protease and RT were mosaic but closest to G in the protease and in the first 300 codons of RT. For 4 of 26 2-subtype recombinants, the protease had the same subtype as gag and the RT had the same subtype as env. In 1 recombinant, the RT had the same subtype as gag and the protease had the same subtype as env. In another recombinant, both the protease and RT had the same subtype as env. Neighbor-joining trees constructed from reverse-transcriptase and protease sequences from 117 completely sequenced human immunodeficiency virus type 1 genomes. Trees were constructed with the HKY85 nucleotide-substitution model, with a G distribution to allow for site variation in substitution rate. Bootstrap values are shown at ancestral nodes of each subtype and circulating recombinant form. Branches with asterisks represent isolates that were complex recombinants and incidental variants not included in the bootstrap analysis. The scale bar represents a 10% nucleotide difference. 
One isolate is closest to subtype A in both protease and RT (AC_SE9488; GenBank accession no. AF071474), 1 to subtype C in both protease and RT (AC_21301; GenBank AF067156), and 1 isolate (AC_RW009; GenBank U88823) is closest to subtype A in protease and in first 100 codons of RT but is closest to subtype C in rest of RT [26] .
No evidence of recombination in protease or RT.
NOTE. Subtype of complete genome of isolates is based on previously published analyses, compared with subtype indicated by clustering within protease and reverse-transcriptase (RT) neighbor-joining trees, respectively. Rows with recombinant isolates, on the basis of complete genome analysis, also contain short comment. CRF04_cpx and CRF06_cpx were omitted because of complexity.
The branching patterns of the protease and RT trees were similar, but the bootstrap values were lower in the protease tree. In both trees, there was a starlike branching structure, with the highest bootstrap values at the ancestral nodes for each subtype and at the node for the B-D ancestor. In the RT tree, the bootstrap values at the nodes of each of the recognized subtypes were as follows: A (99%), B (99%), C (100%), D (94%), F1 (90%), F2 (99%), G (70%), H (100%), J (100%), and K (100%). In the protease, bootstrap values at the ancestral nodes were, in all but 1 case, lower than those in the RT tree: A (48%), B (42%), C (62%), D (22%), G (85%), H (97%), J (100%), and K (74%). In the protease, sequences of F1 and F2 isolates did not form a clade; their most recent common ancestor was shared with isolates belonging to subtypes B, D, and J. The higher bootstrap values in the RT tree were probably due to the greater number of phylogenetically informative sites in the RT (364) than in the protease (103). There was also a higher proportion of informative sites in the RT (364 [40.4%] of 900) than in the protease (103 [34.7%] of 297;
). P p .03 Each CRF formed clades; however, only CRF01_AE and CRF02_AG sequences formed lineages that were independent of other subtypes in both trees. In contrast, CRF03_AB protease sequences were within the subtype A clade, and CRF03_AB RT sequences were within the subtype B clade. CRF04_cpx RT sequences clustered with an incidental variant. CRF05_DF protease sequences were within the subtype D clade. CRF06_cpx protease and RT sequences clustered with incidental variants.
To determine the extent to which differences between and within subtypes were due to amino acid substitutions or to silent nucleotide substitutions, we measured the synonymous and nonsynonymous nucleotide distances between the sequenced isolates. About 21% of the RT nucleotides and 23% of the protease nucleotides had the potential for synonymous substitutions. In the RT, the mean intersubtype ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions (D S :D N ) was 7.1, and the mean intrasubtype D S :D N was 11.0. In the protease, the mean intersubtype D S :D N was 5.1; the mean intrasubtype D S :D N was 6.8.
Amino acid patterns in nonsubtype B isolates. Although most variation between subtypes was caused by synonymous nucleotide substitutions, there also were significant differences in the amino acid patterns between isolates belonging to different subtypes. To further characterize this variation, we searched GenBank for additional published sequences of non-B protease and RT group M isolates from untreated persons. We found 236 protease and 139 RT isolates that were not in-cluded in the original set of 117 completely sequenced isolates, for a total of 353 protease and 256 RT sequences.
The 353 protease sequences included 93 subtype A, 48 subtype C, 35 subtype D, 31 subtype F1/F2, 11 subtype G, 3 subtype H, 6 subtype J, 2 subtype K, 29 CRF01_AE, 86 CRF02_AG, and 9 sequences that belonged to CRF03-CRF06 or were incidental variants. Among these sequences, there were 14 positions at which 1 consensus sequence differed from the consensus B sequence (positions 12-15, 19, 20, 35, 36, 41 , 57, 69, 82, 89, and 93) [19] . Each of these 14 nonconsensus positions, however, was at least somewhat polymorphic among subtype B isolates (ranging from 1% at positions 82 and 89 to 21% at position 35) . Figure 2 illustrates the protease amino acid variation in those subtypes for which the most sequences were available. In this figure, the amino acid variation within each subtype is compared with the variation within 991 subtype B isolates from untreated persons. Among positions associated with drug resistance, variants at positions 10, 20, 36, and 82 were more common in non-B isolates; whereas variants at positions 63, 77, and 93 were more common in subtype B isolates. Variants at other positions associated with drug resistance were uncommon. There were 3 variants at position 46 (2 subtype A and 1 subtype F) and 1 at position 30 (subtype C).
Variation from subtype B at positions 20 (47% vs. 2%, P ! ) and 36 (94% vs. 14%, ) was more common in .001 P ! .001 each non-B subtype than in subtype B isolates. A variant in the substrate cleft, V82I, was found in 8 (73%) of 11 subtype G sequences, compared with 8 (1%) of 991 subtype B sequences ( ). Variants at position 10 occurred in 14% of non-B P ! .001 isolates and in 10% of subtype B isolates ( ) but not in P p .04 the consensus sequence of any of the subtypes.
Variants at position 63 (L has long been considered to be the consensus, even though P is now reported more frequently) were more common in subtype B (68%) than in non-B isolates (33%;
). V77I occurred in 24% of subtype B isolates P ! .001 and in 5% of non-B isolates ( ). I93L was more common P ! .001 in subtype C than in subtype B isolates (94% vs. 24%, P ! ) but was more common in subtype B than in the remaining .001 non-B isolates.
The 
HIV-1 protease and RT subtypes of isolates from northern
California. Between July 1997 and June 2000, the SUH Diagnostic Virology Laboratory sequenced HIV-1 protease and RT genes from 2246 patients. For 801 patients, treatment histories were known. Of these 801, 556 had received RT inhibitors and 403 had received protease inhibitors. To assess how well these sequences clustered with sequences of known subtype, neighbor-joining trees were constructed by using the SUH sequences and the 103 previously published noncomplex sequences. In the RT, sequences from 2233 (99.42%) of 2246 persons clustered with subtype B, 9 (0.41%) with subtype C, 3 with subtype A (0.13%), and 1 with subtype D (0.04%). The protease sequences of isolates from subjects with non-B RT sequences were of the same subtype as the RT sequence.
We also determined the drug resistance-adjusted nucleotide distance of the 103 published sequences and the 2246 northern California sequences by comparing them with a set of reference isolates and disregarding positions associated with drug resistance [1] . In all cases, the subtype of the most similar reference sequence was the same as the subtype with which the sequence clustered in the neighbor-joining tree. For both the protease and RT, the mean adjusted nucleotide distance between the northern California sequences and the reference sequence of the same subtype was between 3.9% and 6.6%-with the highest intrasubtype distances occurring within subtype A. The mean adjusted nucleotide distance between the northern California sequences and the reference sequences of different subtypes (subtypes A-D) was 6.5%-10.9%; the lowest intersubtype distances occurred between subtypes B and D.
Discussion
HIV-1 RT and protease are sequenced frequently in clinical settings to detect drug resistance and to help physicians select antiretroviral treatment regimens. Because most HIV-1 isolates in the United States and Europe belong to subtype B, it has been standard procedure to describe a new protease or RT sequence by reporting the amino acid differences from the consensus B sequence. Thus, it is important that sequencing laboratories and consulting physicians be aware of the distinction between intersubtype sequence variation and sequence variation resulting from selective drug pressure.
Although it might be expected that the functional constraints of the protease and RT enzymes would prevent their genes from displaying much intersubtype variation, we and others have shown that the RT and protease genes of global isolates are sufficiently different from one another to allow subtype grouping [7] [8] [9] . We also found that the subtypes based on protease and RT sequences are usually but not always the same as the subtype of the gag genes of these isolates-probably because ancestral recombination events were less likely between the 5 part of pol and gag, compared with the 5 part of pol and the more distant env gene. The high intersubtype D S :D N ratios indicate that intersubtype variation is predominantly due to synonymous nucleotide substitution. Nonsynonymous nucleotide changes encoding polymorphic amino acid residues contribute, to a lesser extent, to intersubtype variation. The larger number of phylogenetically informative sites in the RT (364), compared with the protease (103), explains the higher bootstrap values in the RT trees.
Intersubtype nucleotide distances were sufficiently high to permit subtype determination by comparing a sequence with a set of reference sequences and by assigning the subtype of the most similar reference sequence. This approach correctly categorized isolates from each of the pure subtypes and from the 2 most common CRFs (CRF01_AE and CRF02_AG). The remaining CRFs were less common and did not form lineages that were independent of other subtypes. Bootscanning programs are likely to be more useful in identifying the CRFs that have known breakpoints within protease or RT [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
There were amino acid differences between subtype B and non-B isolates in both the protease and RT. However, protease sequence variation was more likely to occur at positions associated with drug resistance. V82I was particularly common in subtype G isolates. Position 82 is in the substrate cleft, and several mutations at this position, including V82A/T/F/S, have been associated with in vitro and in vivo resistance to several protease inhibitors [5] . However, several studies suggest that V82I confers minimal or no resistance to the available protease inhibitors [29] [30] [31] . Variants at the accessory drug-resistance positions 10, 20, and 36 also occurred more commonly in non-B than in subtype B isolates. However, variants at the accessory resistance positions 63, 77, and 93 occurred more commonly in subtype B than in non-B isolates.
It has been hypothesized that persons with multiple accessory mutations may be at a greater risk of virologic failure during protease inhibitor therapy than are patients who lack such mutations [7, 8] . However, results of clinical studies to date have been inconclusive [32] [33] [34] [35] . Although most studies found that non-B isolates are as susceptible as subtype B isolates to currently available protease inhibitors [36] [37] [38] [39] , an insufficient number of non-B isolates have been studied.
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